
The patient’s original socket was 
a skin fit, so he was unable to 
add socks or pads to adjust fit. 
He wanted to be able to adjust 
his fit depending on volume and 
activity level. His simple 
knee/foot system caused hard 
heel strike and socket rotation 
while walking.

M.A.S. for ischial containment 
(IC). 

Marlo Ortiz Vazquez del 
Mercado, Mexican prosthetist 
and engineer, unveiled the 
M.A.S. concept in 1999. The 
adjustable M.A.S. design 
contains four longitudinal panels operated by a two-RevoFit™-
dial system. 

To create this socket, Marlo used a rolled silicone insert as an 
interface. The socket suspension was skin-fit suction design with 
valve and pull-in sleeve.

The patient opened panels while putting on the socket, which 
allowed for a faster and easier application. The patient walked a 
couple of steps with the system open and panels expanded to 
expel remaining air, then stopped and unweighted the socket while 
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Weight:
Amputation Level:

Previous Socket Design: 
Challenges Addressed:

Mid 30s
Male
165 lbs
AK/TF
Traditional Quad socket
High activity level, skin fit, hard heel strike, 
socket rotation
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(Marlo Anatomical Socket)

One dial controls 
two anterior 
panels on the 
medial and lateral 
sides of 
Quadriceps 
Femoris. ➔

The second dial 
controls posterior 
panels on medial 
and lateral sides 
of Biceps Femoris 
(hamstring).  ➔

Key Learnings:

tightening the system. He and observers noticed a significant 
decrease in socket rotation while the system was engaged. He 
maxed out panel compression with the soft silicone insert and 
created a really secure lock around the muscles. This ischial 
containment eliminated lateral gapping while walking.

Unlike traditional sockets, the M.A.S. has lower trim lines and 
greater range of motion. Soft custom silicone inserts put up little 
resistance to panel compression and expansion. Patients report a 
noticeable difference in fit, stability, and socket movement when 
the system is engaged. When the silicone insert has a soft ischial 
brim, patients describe it as comfortable, unlike previous rigid 
sockets.  

To lower dial profiles, place them distally above the attachment 
hardware and build up around them. Another option is to route the 
panels differently, controlling two opposing panels on one dial and 
the other two opposing panels on a separate dial. We don’t 
recommend four panels on one dial as very little movement 
happens on the last (4th) panel. If you need to make cutouts for 
tissue or muscle expansion, you may also run tubing vertically up 
and down the panels.  
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his fit depending on volume and 
activity level. His simple 
knee/foot system caused hard 
heel strike and socket rotation 
while walking.
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hardware and build up around them. Another option is to route the 
panels differently, controlling two opposing panels on one dial and 
the other two opposing panels on a separate dial. We don’t 
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